230	THE BAGHDAD AIR MAIL
I climbed away over the rising hills, keeping to the
right of the confused crests which surround the wadi
that runs away south-west from Ziza, gaining height
pitifully slowly. I left Embry rather a long way behind:
he told me afterwards that he had no difficulty in gaining
height, as, seeing a kite soaring, he followed it into the
ascending column of air, and gained 1,500 feet in an
astoundingly short space of time. It was very bumpy
as I approached the Wadi Seil el Mojeb, and I actually
lost height. I crossed the great wadi where it forks
for the second time. I saw the road descending the
opposite side from the south, in sharp zigzags, until
it emerged on to a great outstanding spur, like the lap
of a seated giant* Having made its way over this,
it disappeared into a tumbled mass of crag and spur.
Over I went, the hills heaving themselves up under
me, on to the plateau of the Circassians, with its rect-
angular cultivated fields perched on that rocky eminence;
and soon the Dead Sea burst into view to the left of the
ragged whale-back peak of "Jehovah's Rest."
Flying over the hills here is like flying over the edge
of the world into nothingness, into a blue void possessed
by emptiness; flying out over the grey lips of the wall
of Moab into sheer space. Then far below is spread
out a dim picture, looking unreal, of the El Lisan penin-
sula fitted like a cameo into the hushed and patterned
cerulean of the sea, with its thousand ruffled wavelets
like handfuls of scattered tinsel on the palest blue
tapestry. And beyond, tier upon tier rise the Judaean
Hills, sometimes sombre grey, sometimes lit by the
sun into their rich galaxy of colours—reds, ochres,
purples, slate blues; and away to the south the jagged
salt mountain, its skirts covered with salty rocks like

